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the center promotes the development of
health promoting, community-minded,
sustainable, and sustainable practice
professionals through a process of innovative
problem-solving. centrally informed, forward-
looking, and egalitarian, the center fosters
health promotion at the university and
community-at-large level and raises critical
public awareness of the health effects of
social-economic-political conditions. it
supports the development of personal and
professional skills which are essential for
health-promotion capacity among its
students and residents. the center also plays
a key role in developing and expanding
expectations and expectations at johns
hopkins university . professor chew began
practicing law as a summer associate at hill,
hull, and morial, a law firm that helped
finance the united nations environmental
program. she later worked as an associate in
the environmental, health and entertainment
litigation practice groups at nixon peabody in
new york. between the years 2008 and 2011,
she worked as a new york city assistant
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corporation counsel, where she focused on
crimes that harm children and the elderly.
professor chew was also a visiting assistant
professor at columbia law school. she earned
her jd from duke university law school, and
llm and phd degrees in international and
comparative law from new york university.
she has taught numerous first-year contracts
seminars, including antifraud, antitheft, and
anti-circumvention; the crossing of the line:
commercial auctions and cybertheft; contract
and legal ethics; ethical dilemmas of
commercial counterfeiting; negotiated legal
instruments; and novel moral dilemmas.
professor chew is a respected mentor to
many first-year students, and she is also a co-
director of the unc-chapel hill first-year
contracts seminar and the unc-chapel hill
business ethics seminar.
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cctr strives to be a resource for the
professional and academic development of
its students, faculty and staff. as we have
done in the past, we are proud to offer the

following services to meet our mission.
additionally, the center is actively involved in
other strategic initiatives sponsored by the
schools of medicine, public health, nursing
and arts & sciences which are essential to
fulfilling the mission of our campus. these

programs include: juri lebowitz is professor of
physics at california institute of technology.

before arriving at caltech in 1983, he worked
at the institut laue-langevin (il), the

university of bern and lawrence berkeley
laboratory. he is presently co-director of the
bipartisan nuclear issues working group and

co-chair of the national forum on nuclear
policy, and he is a member of the

department of energy advisory committee on
nuclear science and engineering. prof.
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lebowitz is the author of over 300 journal
publications, in addition to several books. he

received his b.s. from cornell in 1956, his
ph.d. in physics from mit in 1959 and his

habilitation in physics in 1980. karin bonar is
a professor of philosophy at the university of
north carolina school of law. before joining
the faculty, she taught at the university of

maryland and was a faculty fellow at the yale
center for international and area studies. she
has published books and articles in several

areas, including austrian, critical theory, and
medieval philosophy, as well as philosophy of
the body and phenomenology. her work has

been the recipient of numerous awards,
including the john dewey prize in the

humanities and literature. professor bonar
was the 2011 recipient of the john rawls

award in philosophy. 5ec8ef588b
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